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THE STRUCTURE OF AN EVEN LIAISON CLASS

GIORGIO BOLONDI AND JUAN C. MIGLIORE

Abstract. We describe a structure called the Lazarsfeld-Rao property for even

liaison classes in projective space. This property holds for many even liaison

classes of curves in P3 . We give a procedure for showing that an even liaison

class in codimension 2 possesses this property, and we prove it for a family

of even liaison classes in codimension 2 in any P" , n > 3 . However, we

conjecture that it in fact holds for every even liaison class in codimension 2,

so we want to give consequences for an even liaison class that possesses this

property.

The main element in describing this structure is the notion of a basic double

link. The Lazarsfeld-Rao property says that there exist minimal elements of the

even liaison class and that any element of the even liaison class can be deformed

to a curve obtained by a sequence of basic double links beginning with any

minimal element. We show that there is a unique standard type of sequence for

any given element of the even liaison class. As a result, we can express the even

liaison class as a disjoint union of irreducible nonempty families parameterized

by certain finite sequences of integers. The standard numerical invariants of

the elements of any family can be computed from the associated sequence of

integers. We apply this to surfaces in P4 .

Our main tool for these results is a deformation technique related to liaison

in codimension 2. We also study Schwartau's procedure of Liaison Addition in

codimension 2 from the point of view of vector bundles. Using this, we give

a different sort of structure for an even liaison class with the Lazarsfeld-Rao

property.

Introduction

The question of parameterizing the even liaison classes in codimension 2

in projective space P" was solved by Rao [R], while the problem in higher

codimension remains open. Equally interesting, however, is the question of

describing the structure of an even liaison class. This was first considered by

Lazarsfeld and Rao in [LR], where they showed that for a curve C in P3 not

lying on a surface of degree e(C) + 3 , the entire even liaison class of C can be

built up from C by a process called basic double lilnkage, and then deforming.

Although this hypothesis of [LR] is very strong and one expects that most even

liaison classes do not possess such a curve, it was conjectured in [BM2] that
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precisely the same structure continues to hold for every even liaison class of

curves in P . This structure was given the name LR-property. A procedure

for verifying the LR-property was given in [BM2], and as an application it was

shown that at least every Buchsbaum even liaison class possesses this property.

The present paper is an attempt to extend these ideas to P" . In the first

section we show that in any codimension (except 1 and n) all the basic ideas

used for curves in P (basic double linkage, shift, etc.) continue to make sense,

and so the LR-property can be defined in this generality (Definition 1.8). Not

surprisingly, though, the problem seems much more tractable in codimension 2

and so the remaining sections consider this case.

If §2 we first recall the connection between even liaison in codimension 2

and vector bundles on P" [R]. We then show how this point of view can be

applied to Schwartau's procedure of Liaison Addition [Sw]. The main result

here is Proposition 2.7. This will be used again in §5.

In §3 we extend to P" the ideas introduced in [BM2]. That is, we show

that with essentially the same hypotheses used for curves in P we can produce

the deformations (e.g., Proposition 3.1) needed for the LR-property. Further-

more, the inductive approach introduced in [BM2] to verify the LR-property

for curves in P continues to work in codimension 2 in P" (Theorem 3.10).

Conjecturally, the LR-property should hold for all even liaison classes (at least

in codimension 2). Hence it will be of interest to describe consequences of

the LR-property. A potential problem, though, is that in practice we will use a

technical condition to derive these consequences, rather than the LR-property

itself. Happily, we are able to prove that this condition is equivalent to the

LR-property (Proposition 3.11).

§4 uses the inductive approach described in §3 to verify the LR-property

for a family of even liaison classes of two-codimensional subschemes of P"

(n > 3), thus providing the first examples of this property beyond curves in

P . Namely, we consider the two-codimensional subschemes X of P" with

only one intermediate cohomology group h'(P" ,^x(t)) = p different from zero,

1 < i < n - 2 .

In §5 we first give an in-depth study of the notion of basic double linkage (in

codimension 2). The main result in this regard (Corollary 5.3) is that without

loss of generality we can always assume that a sequence of basic double linkages

is performed in a surprisingly simple way. Furthermore, this simplification is

uniquely determined. This allows us to describe an even liaison class with the

LR-property as a union of irreducible disjoint families, parameterized by certain

finite sequences of integers (Corollary 5.7).

For example, we consider again the subschemes of P" studied in §4. These

are distributed into disjoint (nonvoid) irreducible families ^   .b }, with

1 < i < n - 2, p > 1 , b > 0, r > 1 , a < g2 < g} < ■■■ < gr, where a is

an integer depending on i,n, and p , and r is an integer that we assume to

be 1 if there are no g 's.  We show, if n = 4, how to determine the degree,
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the arithmetic genus, and the sectional genus (and other numerical invariants)

of a surface belonging to ^[¡.p.b.g     gr) ■ For instance, the general projection to

P of the Veronese surface in P is in J^T,., 0), and r = 1. Note that these

surfaces are the simplest example (from the cohomological point of view) of

nonarithmetically Cohen-Macaulay surfaces in P .

Another application (Theorem 5.11) is to show that given any two-codimen-

sional subscheme X of P" , any sequence of a basic double linkages beginning

with X is equivalent to a single liaison addition of X with a suitable arith-

metically Cohen-Macaulay subscheme. This gives an alternative and possibly

simpler way of "bulding up" an even liaison class possessing the LR-property.

Acknowledgment. The authors thank the Department of Mathematics of the

University of Trento (Italy), for its hospitality during the preparation of this

paper.

1. Preliminaries

Let k be an algebraically closed field, S = k[X0, ... ,Xn], P" = P¡ . All

subschemes of P" which we will consider will be assumed to be locally Cohen-

Macaulay and equidimensional. If two subschemes Vx and V2 are directly

linked by a complete intersection X, we will write Vx ~x V2. If S?~ is a

sheaf on P" we denote by H't(^) the direct sum ®.€Z//'(P" ,.9~(j)). Also,

hi(P",Sr) = dimkHi(Pn,3r).

Let V be an r-dimensional subscheme of P" , for 1 < r < n - 2. Let

(Ml)(V) = H[Lyv) for 1 <i<r. For each i, (M')(V) is a graded S-module

of finite length. V is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if and only if (M')(V) = 0

for all 1 < / < r. Therefore, unless specifically noted otherwise, we henceforth

assume that all schemes in question are not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, i.e.,

that we always have at least one nonzero module to work with. If r = 1 then

(M )(V) is the Hartshorne-Rao module of V . The collection of all (M')(V)

is an invariant of the even liaison class of V (up to shifts), as a result of the

following theorem and corollary:

Theorem 1.1 [S, M2]. Let Vx , V2 be r-dimensional subschemes of P" . Assume

that Vx ~x V2 where Ix = (FX, ... , Fn_r), and degF =dr Let d = dx+- +

dn_r. Then (Mr~i+x)(Vx) = (M')(V2f(n + 1 - d) for all l<i<r.

Corollary 1.2. If Vx , V2 are evenly linked, then for some fixed integer p we

have

(M')(Vx)(p) = (M')(V2)

for each 1 < i < r.

Using this, we would like to partition the even liaison class of any scheme V

according to the shift of the associated modules. The first observation is that,

as in the case of curves in P3, there is a notion of a minimal (leftward) shift.
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Recall the following:

Proposition 1.3 [Ml, Sw]. Let M be a nonzero graded k[XQ,Xx,X2,Xi]-

module of finite length. A necessary condition for M to be the Hartshorne-

Rao module of a curve is that some nonzero component of M be in degree zero

or more. (This condition is not sufficient.)

This implies that if we shift M enough leftward, it cannot be the Hartshorne-

Rao module of a curve and so there must be a leftmost shift. We want to

generalize this to arbitrary subschemes of Pn.

Let FcP" be a subscheme of dimension r (1 < r < n — 2). As in [Ml],

we now show that the modules (M')(V) cannot shift indefinitely leftward.

Let ¿¿f be the even liaison class of V and let us write

c(&) = {i\ 1 <i<r,(Ml)(X)¿0if XeS?}.

(By hypothesis, c{&) / 0.)

Proposition 1.4. Let J? be an even liaison class of dimension r subschemes in

P" (1 < r < n - 2). Then there exists X EAzf such that, for all V e Jz? and for

all i (I < i < r), we have

M'(V) = M'(X)(-d)   for some d>0.

Proof. If n — 3 then the only possibility is covered by Proposition 1.3. Let

W e & , m = min{c(^)}, and v(W) = max{t | 7/'"(P" ,Sw(t)) Í 0} . Choos-

ing a general hyperplane fVcP" and considering the sequence

0-J^(-l)-^,-^.n//-0,

we get hm~x (H ,JrWnH(v(W)+1)) ^0. If m= I , this implies that v(W) > 0.

If m> l,then hm~x(H ,J^nH(t)) = 0 for t > v(W) + l , and h'(H ,^wnH(t))

= 0 for all / and all i satisfying 1 < / < m - 2. By repeating this argument

m times (recall m < r), we get that v(W) > 1 — m.

Hence the set {t eZ\ t = v(IV) ,IV e S?} is bounded below. A subscheme

X E S? for which v(X) is minimal satisfies the thesis.       D

As has been done for curves in P (e.g., see [BM2]), we use the following

notation for this partition:

Definition 1.5. Let J? be an even liaison class of dimension r subschemes of

P". Then J? is the set of subschemes whose associated modules attain the

leftmost possible shift. 2C is the set of subschemes whose associated modules

are shifted h places to the right of the leftmost shift.

Note that if X e ^° and Y E^h, then we have M\X)(-h) = M'(Y) for

every i, 1 < i < r. Hence, in particular, for all t EZ and for all i, 1 < i< r ,

we have A'(P" ,Sx(t)) = h'(P" ,SY(t + h)).

We are grateful to R. Miro-Roig for pointing out the following example to

us.
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Example 1.6. Let V c P be a general projection to P of the Veronese surface

in P5, and let Sf be its even liaison class. It follows from the locally free

resolution of J^

0^^p4(-3)©^p4(-3)©^p4(-3)^np4^^-0

(see [Ol]) that Al(P4,J^(l)) = 1, and hx(PA,J?v(t)) = 0 if t ± 1. Also,

h2(yv(t)) = 0 for all /. We check that in «S7 there are no surfaces with

/¡•'(P4,<fx(v)) = 1, and v < 0. Suppose otherwise. Taking a general hy-

perplane section, we get a curve C with h (P ,^c(v + 1)) > 1 , and hence

h (P ,*fc(l)) > 1 . But a curve contained in a plane is a complete intersec-

tion, hence it has h (P ,J^c(t)) — 0 for every t. This contradicts the fact that

A (P ,^c(v)) - 1 (from a usual exact sequence). Hence V eS? .

This is a special case of the work in §4.

By definition, ^° / 0. In fact, 5fh ¿ 0 for each h>0. This is an easy

consequence of the notion of basic double linkage introduced (for curves in P )

in [LR].

Definition 1.7. Let V be an r-dimensional subscheme of P" and Jz? the

even liaison class of V. Let Fx, ... ,Fn_r e Iv be a regular sequence. Let

XX,X2 be complete intersections, where Ix = (F{, ... ,Fn_r) and lx =

(Fx, ... ,Fn_r_x ,AFn_r) for a general form A of degree d.   Let  V ~x   Vx

and  Vx ~x  V2. Then  V2 is a basic double link of F . Note that if V e AHA

then V2 E Sf + . Set theoretically (thinking of F¡ and A as hypersurfaces) we

have V2 = Vu(Fxn-■ -C\Fn_r_ XC\A), and as ideals IVi = A-IV + (FX, ... ,Fn_r_x).

In particular, it is independent of Fn_r.

We shall see in §3 that at least in codimension 2 we lose no generality if we

always assume that deg^l = 1 .

One of our main concerns in this paper is the problem of describing the

structure of an even liaison class. This was first discussed for very special even

liaison classes of curves in P by Lazarsfeld and Rao [LR]. In [BM2] it was

conjectured that every even liaison class of curves in P has essentially the same

structure as that described in [LR], and an approach was outlined to attack

this conjecture. This approach was used to prove it at least for every even

Buchsbaum liaison class of curves in P .

However, it seems reasonable to ask if essentially the same structure holds

in the generality we have been discussing thus far: dimension r in P" ( 1 <

r < n — 2). Thus we introduce the problem in this generality even though we

restrict our attention to codimension 2 for the remainder of the paper.

Definition 1.8. Let ¿2? be an even liaison class of dimension r subschemes of

P" . We say that Sf has the LR-property if the following conditions hold:
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(a) If Vx,V2e3' then there is a deformation from one to the other through

subschemes all in £? .

(b) Given VQ e A? and V e SC (h > 1), there exists a sequence of

subschemes VQ,VX, ... ,Vt such that for all i, 1 < i < t, V. is a basic double

link of K_, and F is a deformation of Vt through subschemes all in £?  .

The Lazarsfeld-Rao problem is to identify which even liaison classes Sf have

the LR-property. The power of the LR-property is clear: it gives a strong de-

scription of the elements of the even liaison class. In the leftmost shift there is

essentially only one element. And in subsequent shifts one can essentially de-

scribe all the possibilities simply by describing the possible sequences of basic

double links which wind up in that shift. This is carefully worked out in §5.

For example, knowing that the LR-property holds for all Buchsbaum (non-

arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay) even liaison classes in P [BM2], we can make

the following list of all arithmetically Buchsbaum (nonarithmetically Cohen-

Macaulay) curves C in P of degree < 8. Here we denote d — deg C,

g = pa(C), i(C) - dim M(C), and h is the shift as described above.

g

0

1

3

3

4

6

8

6

5

i(C) h

0

-    (does not exist)

1

1

1

2

2

1

3

2

0

A different approach to studying the structure of a liaison class (especially in

the arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay case) was given in [HU].

2.  SCHWARTAU'S PROCEDURE OF LIAISON ADDITION IN CODIMENSION 2

For the remainder of this paper we restrict ourselves to codimension 2 in P" .

The question of when two codimension 2 subschemes of P" are evenly linked

was answered by Rao in [R]. We first recall his result. We will sometimes write

cf (a) for tf  (a) (aeZ).
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Definition 2.1. Let SFx,Srr2 be vector bundles on P". SFX and ^ are stably

equivalent if

7 = 1 7=1

for some c,a¡,b. eZ and p, q nonnegative integers. This is an equivalence

relation among bundles on P" .

Theorem 2.2 [R]. In P" (n > 2) the even liaison classes in codimension 2 are

in bijective correspondence with the stable equivalence classes of vector bundles

F on P" with H] (9f) = 0.

In fact, given FcP" of codimension 2, the vector bundle A? associated to

V is obtained as follows. Begin with a free ^-resolution of Iv and sheafify.

This produces an exact sequence

777

O-^-0^(-c,)^, ^0,
7=1

where SF is locally free since V is locally Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 2.

We can now relate this to our notion of shifts. Suppose that Vx and V2 are

in the same even liaison class. It follows that we have exact sequences

O-.^-0^(-c,)-^-O,

where &x and ^ are locally free, H](&¡) = H\(&f) = 0, and .9^ ® A =

&~2(c) ® B , where A and B are direct sums of line bundles.

Lemma 2.3.   V{ and K, are in the same shift if and only if c = 0.

Proof. We have (M')(Vx) = HÍ+X(&¡) for 1 < i < n -2, and similarly for V2,

9^ . If Vx and V2 are in the same shift then H'm+i (&[) = Hl+l(.9~2), 0 < i < n-2

(since we also know H](&¡) = h\(&~2) = 0). But H^x(^x) = H't+X(S\(c)).

Since we have assumed that at least one of these modules is nonzero, it follows

that c = 0.

Conversely, if c = 0 then /C'(^) = K+x (3^) for 0 < i < n - 2, so they

are in the same shift.       o

We now turn to Schwartau's procedure of Liaison Addition [Sw]. This proce-

dure has been extremely important in the study of liaison of curves in P , but

it does not seem to have been applied yet to higher projective spaces. In fact,

in [Sw] Schwartau makes the initial definitions and observations on the gener-

ality of codimension 2 subschemes of P" and provides a powerful technique

for constructing new liaison classes starting from known ones. We recall the

relevant results, but now our point of view is of vector bundles and Theorem

2.2. As noted below, much of this section is a quotation from [Sw], simply

adapted to our context.
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Definition 2.4 [Sw, Definition 4.9]. Let X, Y be closed two-codimensional sub-

schemes in P" with total ideals Ix and IY . Choose any hypersurfaces Xfl con-

taining X and Z¿ containing Y (with degrees a and b, respectively), such

that (Zfl,Z¿) is a complete intersection (general choices suffice). The liaison

addition of X and Y via Sa and Z¿ is the closed subscheme of P" defined

by the homogeneous ideal XA/X + I.aIY .

Theorem 2.5 [Sw, Theorem 50]. Let X ,Y be two-codimensional subschemes of

P", and let Z be the liaison addition of X and Y via hypersurfaces Xa and

"Lb. Then

( 1 ) \IX + ZJY = Iz , the total ideal of Z .
(2) Z is two-codimensional.

(3) V/>3, Ext¡s(S/Iz ,S) = Ext's(S/Ix ,S)(b) ®Ext¡s(S/IY ,S)(a).
(4) Z is locally Cohen-Macaulay and equidimensional if and only if X and

Y are locally Cohen-Macaulay and equidimensional.

(5) Set-theoretically, Z = X U Y U (Za n lb).

An immediate consequence is

Corollary 2.6 [Sw, Remark 56]. If X and Y are curves in P   and Z is the

liaison addition of X and Y via Xa and I.b, then M(Z) = M(X)(-b) ®

M(Y)(-a).

Hence in liaison addition the Hartshorne-Rao modules sum (suitably shifted).

The content of Theorem 2.5(3) is that the same is true for the modules (M')(V)

for codimension 2 in general. This also follows from Proposition 2.7.

Let us turn now to P". The invariant characterizing a codimension 2 liaison

class is an equivalence class of vector bundles (Theorem 2.2). It is natural to

ask what happens to these invariants when a liaison addition is performed, and

the answer is also natural.

Proposition 2.7. Let X and Y be two-codimensional subschemes of P" equi-

dimensional and locally Cohen-Macaulay, with locally free resolutions

0-^!?x-+P ->SY^0,

(P and Q are sums of line bundles, and /?'(P" ,-9\(t)) = 0 = hx(Pn ,&2(t)) for

all t). Let Y be containedAn a hypersurface ~Lt of degree t and X be contained

in a hypersurface Zr of degree r, meeting properly, and let Z be the liaison

addition of X and Y via I. and X,. Then Z has a locally free resolution

0 - ■9[(-r)®^2(-t)®tfp,(-r - t) -» P(-r) ® Q(-t) -^S7^0,

where A and B are sums of line bundles.

Moreover, there is an exact sequence

0 - c?pn(-r - t) - ^Y(-r)®Jfx(-t) -J^ -» 0.
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Proof. Let us denote by C the complete intersection Zr n Z,. Let F and G

denote polynomials defining the surfaces Xr and X,, respectively. So we have

Ic = (F,G). Note that C is contained in Z . We first claim that there is an

exact sequence

(*) 0-+(fY(-r)®cfx(-t)^é?z^(fc^0.

Indeed, we have an exact sequence of modules

o^       ^_S-_>^^0
G• Ix + F • IY      G-IX + F-IY      (F,G)

Our claim will follow by sheafification, once we prove that

(F,G)
(S/L.)(-r)®(S/Ix)(-t)

G-IX + F-IY

The isomorphism ip is given by <p(A,B) = AF+BG. We leave well-definedness

and surjectivity to the reader. For injectivity, suppose that for some A,B E S

we have <p(A,B) — 0. Then AF+BG = aF+bG for some a E IY and b E Ix .

So F(A - a) = G(b - B). But F and G have no common components, so

A- a E (G) and b - B E (F). That is, A = a + cG and 73 = b + dF for some

c,d E S. Therefore A E IY and B Elx . This proves the claim.

Having the exact sequence (*), we now consider the commutative diagram

0 0

1 I
SY(-r)®Sx(-t)           J"z 0

I I I
0    -nfp.f.-r-O    -►   ^(-r)®cfp„(-t) -^   ifv„ -+   cfc    -    0

1/                                   U                         \h I
0 -»    tfY(-r)®tfx(-t) -+    <?z -   ¿fc    -»    0

I I I
0 0 0.

It is commutative since in both lines the horizontal arrows are the multiplica-

tions induced by Xr and Xf. A diagram chase shows that there is an exact

sequence of the kernels of f ,g, and h :

O-d^-r-/)-^y(-r)®yx(-t)-^^z -0.

From the definition of Iz we see that there is a natural surjection

P(-r)®Q(-t)^Sz-+0.
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(See the map r in the commutative diagram below.) Let 5? be the kernel. We

want to see what the relation is between A?x, 9^, and 3Í.

0 0

1 I
&¡{-r)®&~2(-t)                          JT

l I
0 -»      P(-r)®Q(-t)      -    P(-r)®Q(-t)^0

1 ÍP lr

0^   ^p,(-r-0    -»   J^-r)©-^-*)    -^ ^z^°-

I I I
<^p„(-r-0 0 0

I
0

(The vertical map r is just the composition of p and q. Because of the way Z

is defined, r gives the sheafification of a presentation of 7Z.) Then the snake

lemma gives an exact sequence

(#) 0-»^(-r)©A(-0-> .*-><?«(-/■-*)->(>,

:vt'^phence an element of Ext'(¿?p„(-r - t),&¡(-r) ®9r2(-t)) [H, Exercise III.6.1].

But this group is zero, since

ExtX(cfv„(-r-t),.9'x(-r)®.92(-t))^ExtX(cf¥„,.9rx(t)®.92(r))

*Hx(V*,9[(t)®9£r))

^HX(P",9¡(t))®HX(P",9-2(r))

= 0   by hypothesis.

Hence the sequence (#) splits, and Jf = &[(-r) ®Sr2(-t) ®(fp„(-r - t).       □

Corollary 2.8. The vector bundle corresponding to the liaison class of Z (liaison

addition of X and Y) is in the same stable equivalence class of vector bundles as

the direct sum of the vector bundles corresponding to X and Y, suitably shifted.

Hence the operation on vector bundles corresponding to liaison addition is

the direct sum (after shifting, and modulo stable equivalence).

A special case of liaison addition is the basic double linkage procedure that

we saw in §1.

3. Deformations and the LR-problem in codimension 2

In the previous section we saw that vector bundles .9~ and, more precisely,

exact sequences of the form

O-»^-_0<f(-c|.)-^-O

are intimately related to liaison in codimension 2. We now tie them in with the

deformation results we shall need later.
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It is known that the curves in P with fixed cohomology structure form an

irreducible family; that is to say, given two curves X and Y with the same

cohomology in the sense that /z'(P3, JY(t)) = h'(P3,^x(t) for all i,t and the

multiplication on the h -modules is the same, then there exists an irreducible

flat family of curves to which both X and Y belong [B]. This result depends

on the fact that two such curves are in the same shift of the same even liaison

class (if X and Y are arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay the result is well known

[E])-
There is an analogous statement for codimension 2 subvarieties of P   .

Again, we assume that our even liaison class is not arithmetically Cohen-

Macaulay, since that result is already known, and in any case the notion of

"shift" does not make sense.

Proposition 3.1. Let SC be an even liaison class of two-codimensional subvari-

eties of P" , and let X, Y E Azfh such that

h°(P" ,Jy(t)) = h\p" ,Sx(t))   for edit.

Then there exists an irreducible flat family {Xs}seS of two-codimensional sub-

varieties of P" to which both X and Y belong. Moreover, S can be chosen so

that for all s e S, XsE^h and h°(Pn ,J?x(t)) = h°(Pn ,Sx>(t)) for all t.

Proof. Let

r

(1) o^EM®c?pn(-a,)^Sx^O
i

be a locally free resolution of X, with Hx(Pn ,E(t)) = 0 for all t. Since Y

is evenly linked to I,a repeated use of [LR] gives a locally free resolution of

(2) 0-^E(d)®A-^B^JrY-^0,

where A and B are direct sums of line bundles. Since Y is in the same shift

as X, it follows that d = 0 (using an argument similar to that in Lemma 2.3).

We get another locally free resolution of Sx from (1), by adding a trivial

addendum:

r

(3) Q^E®A^^($cfp„(-ai)®A^^x^0.
i

Let us rewrite (2) and (3) in the form

777

(2') »^-©W^r-0.
i

771

(3') 0 -> F A 0¿V(-*,.) - Sx -> 0,
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where F = E ® A (and hence HX(P" ,F(t)) = 0 for ail /) and m = rkF + 1 .

From the long cohomology sequences associated to (2') and (3') we get

777

0 - H°(Pn,F(t)) - 0//°(P" ,cfpn(t - /i.)) -* H°(P" ,Jy(t)) - 0,
i
777

0 - H\pn , F(t)) - 0 H\pn ,cfpn(t - *,.)) - /7°(P" , Sx(t)) -* 0.
i

Then from the hypothesis A°(P" ,^x(t)) = A°(P" ,J"Y(t)) for all t we conclude

that /î( = ki for every / = 1,2, ... , m.

Hence, u,v e Hom(F, ®™ (fp„(-h^). Given ieic (the base field), let

ws = su + (I -s)v E Horn (f , 0t?p„(-h() J .

Then if s is general, the map of locally free sheaves ws has, as cokernel, the

ideal sheaf Sx of a two-codimensional subvariety, and these subvarieties fit

together in an irreducible flat family in P" (see [K] and [LR]). Note that Xs

is in the same shift of the same liaison class as X and Y (thanks to Theorem

2.2 and Lemma 2.3), and it is trivial to check that

h°(Pn,^x(t)) = h°(P",^Xs(t))   for all/,   o

Let us say that two codimension 2 subvarieties of P"X and Y have the same

postulation if h°(P", J^x(t)) = h°(Pn ,SY(t)) for all t. We can rephrase our

proposition in the following form:

Corollary 3.2. The two-codimensional subvarieties of P" belonging to the same

shift of the same even liaison class, with fixed postulation, arm in an irreducible

family.

Remark 3.3. The same proof works if we assume that   hn~ (P" ,J^x(t))  =

h"~X (Pn ,^y(t)) for all /.

Another corollary of Proposition 3.1 is

Corollary 3.4. Let X and Y be two-codimensional subvarieties of P" in the

same shift of the same even liaison class, and let H be a general hyperplane. If

XnH has the same Hubert function as Y n H, then there is a deformation from

X to Y.

Proof. If X n H and Y r\ H have the same Hubert function, and X and

y are in the same shift of the same liaison class, then X and Y have the

same postulation. (The proof is identical to that given in [BM2] for the case of

curves.) Then the result follows.    D

In fact, we can reduce the problem to points in P . To do this, we first need

a result which is of interest in itself. While intuitively natural, we are not aware

of a proof in the literature.
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Lemma 3.5. Let Vx and V2 be two-codimensional subschemes of P" which are

directly linked by a complete intersection X. Let H be a hyperplane which

contains no components of either Vx or V2. Then VXC\H is directly linked in

H = P"~' to V2 n H by the complete intersection In/7.

Proof. Let L be the linear form defining the hyperplane H. It should be

noted that by (- n H) we mean the geometric hyperplane section, in the sense

of [GM1]—that is, the scheme associated to the saturation of the ideal obtained

by modding by L.

Without loss of generality take L = X0 , so we have S = k[XQ, ... ,Xn] and

we let R = S/(L) = k[XQ, ... , XnX\. By hypotheses we have (Ix: Iv) = Iv in

S\ Passing to R, notice first that IXnH = (IX)/(L-IX) since X is arithmetically

Cohen-Macaulay. Also, since

IVinH2(IVi)/(L.IVi) = (IVi,L)/(L)DlXnH

in R (by generality of L) we see that as schemes K n H C X C\ H, and

certainly as sets ( Vx n H) u ( V2 n H) = X n H. Hence we have only to prove that

{IxnH:IvnH) = IVnli ■ Furthermore, both sides of the equality to be proved

represent the saturated, homogeneous ideals of locally Cohen-Macaulay two-

codimensional subschemes of H of the same degree (namely degl - deg Vx).

Therefore it suffices to prove that (IxnH' fvnH) 2 IvnH ■

For any ideal / we denote by 7 its saturation. In particular, we have

(Iv¡,L)/(L) = Iv¡nH       (i = l,2).

Now we will use the basic fact that if I and J are ideals with 1 = 1, then

(T.J) = (T.J) ■ (This follows more or less immediately from the definitions.)

As a result, (IxrxH:Iv¡nH) = (rxnH:[(IVl .£)/(£)]) •

Now, we claim that

(IxnH:[(IVt,L)/(L)]) = ((Ix,L)/(L):[(IVt ,L)/(L)]) D (IVj,L)/(L)

(as ideals in R = S/(L)). In fact, let / E (IVi,L)/(L).  Say / = [F] where

F E IV2 . By hypothesis, F ■ Iv¡ C Ix . Let g E (/,. , L)/(L), g = [G], where

G E Iv¡.  In particular, F G E Ix .  Then fg = [FG] E (IX,L)/(L) = IxnH.

Therefore / E (IxnH: [(Iv¡ , L)/(L)]).

Combining, we get

( W W = ( W [('v,. L)/(L)V 2 Vv2. L)/(L) ■
But {IxnH'-IVnrf) is saturated, so it contains the saturation of (Iy ,L)/(L).

That is, (IxnH'. Iynn) 2 IVnH , which was what we wanted to prove.       D

Corollary 3.6. Let A. be a general 2-plane in P" . Assume Vx and V2 are evenly

linked and in the same shift. If VxnA and F2nA have the same Hilbert function,

then there exists a deformation from one to the other as described in Proposition

3.1.

Proof. In general it is not the case that if we know the module structure of

(M')(V) = H'm(Pn,<fv) for all i then we can deduce the module structure of
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(M')(V n H). For example, if (M')(V) is annihilated by the maximal ideal

m of S for all i (I < i < n - 2), then the same may or may not be true for

(M')(Vr\H) (see [SV]). However, we have just seen that if Vx and V2 are evenly

linked then so are VxnH and V2nH. Hence (Ml)(Vx n77) = (M')(F2n77) for

1 < i < n - 3 since we have assumed the same shift. Similarly for successive

hyperplane sections.

Now, say A = 77, n ■ • ■ f~l Hn2 where each 77( is defined by the vanish-

ing of a linear form 7_(. Let C, = V¡. n (772 n ■ • ■ n 77„_2) (/ = 1,2). Then

M(CX) = M(C2), so multiplication by the linear form Lx produces the same

homomorphism on each. Let K- be the kernel of the map

M(CX)^M(CX)J+X

induced by L, . By abuse of notation, AT   is also the kernel of the map

M(C2)j^M(C2)j+x.

From the exact sequence

0 - 77°(P" ,^(0) - H°(P" ,SCi{t + 1))

- "\HX ,Sc>nHi(t + 1)) - M(CX\ - M(Cx)t+x

\       /

/       \
0 0

and the analogous one for C2, our hypothesis that F, n A (= C, n 77,) and

V2 n A (= C2 n 77,) have the same Hubert function implies that C, and C2

have the same Hubert function. Proceeding inductively, we get that Vx and V2

have the same Hubert function, so we can apply Proposition 3.1.    G

Since the numerical character of a two-codimensional subscheme of P" is

defiined to be that of its intersection with a generic 2-plane (see [B-MR]), Corol-

lary 3.6 says that if two subschemes are evenly linked and in the same shift and

have the same numerical character then they lie in the same component of the

Hubert scheme.

Corollary 3.7. Fix an even liaison class 5? of two-codimensional subvarieties of

P". Those elements of 2C with fixed cohomology (i.e., with assigned dimensions

h'(P" ,Sx(t)), 0 < / < n - 2, t eZ) are in an irreducible family.

Proof. If 3A is not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, then this follows from

Proposition 3.1, since equalities for i > 1 imply that these subvarieties are

in the same shift of J2f. If A? is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, the result is

known [E, PS, B-MR].    o

Wiith this background we turn to the LR-problem introduced in §1. Our

idea is to show that the approach introduced in [BM2] for curves in P   can be
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extended to codimension 2 subschemes of P" . Notice that now a basic double

link of a scheme V depends only on one F E Iv and a general form A E Sd .

The first step (Corollary 3.9) is to show that without loss of generality we can

restrict ourselves to basic double links using linear forms (i.e., d — 1).

Lemma 3.8. Let Vx and V2 be two-codimensional subschemes of P" with the

same postulation and in the same shift of the same even liaison class. Let

Fx ,GX E I y and F2,G2E Iv such that deg(7",) = deg^), deg(G,) = deg((?2),

and both Ix := (Fx ,GX) and Ix := (F2,G2) are complete intersections. Let

V¡ ~A. IVi (i = 1,2). Then IVx and W2 are in the same shift of the same even

liaison class and have the same postulation.

Proof. Certainly Wx and W2 are in the same shift of the same even liaison

class (namely the residual even liaison class), by Theorem 1.1. By the argument

in Proposition 3.1 we get exact sequences

777

i

777

i

where T7'(P" ,^(0) = ° for a11 t. It follows that

hi(Pn,jrVi(t))=hi(J>",Sy2(t))

for 0 < i < n - I and for all t. Then from the exact sequence

0 -» J^ - cfp„ - ¿^ - 0

we get hn~2(Vx,cfv¡(t)) = hn~2(V2,cfVi(t)) for all t.  By Serre duality, then,

h°(Vx,coy¡(t)) = h°(V2,coy2(t)) for all t. Since h°(P" ,Sy (/)) = h°(Pn tSvA\t))

for all /, we get from the exact sequence

0 - SXt -> Sw¡ -» œVi - 0

that h°(Pn,Sw¡(t)) = h°(Pn,JrW2(t)) for all t.   a

Corollary 3.9. (a) Let Vx , V2 be two-codimensional subschemes of P" with the

same postulation and in the same shift of the same even liaison class. Let F e Iv

where Fx ,F2 have the same degree, and let Ax,A2e Sd (chosen generically).

Suppose Wj is a subscheme obtained from Vj by a basic double linkage using

Ft and Ai (i = 1,2). Then Wx and W2 are in the same shift of the same even

liaison, class and have the same postulation.

(b) Let V be a two-codimensional subscheme of P" and let F e Iv . Let

Wx be a basic double linkage obtained from V using F and a general form

A of degree d. Let W^ be the result of a sequence of basic double linkages

V — V0,VX, ... ,Vd = IV2 such that each V¡ ( 1 < /' < d) is obtained from V,  ,
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using the same F and a general linear form L.. Then IVX and W2 are in the

same shift of the same even liaison class and have the same postulation.

Proof, (a) follows from Lemma 3.8 and the definition of basic double linkage.

The proof of (b) is identical to that in Lemma 1.6(b) of [BM2]. The main idea

is that W2 is really obtained by a single basic double linkage using F E Iv and

the form L,L2 ■ ■ ■ Ld E Sd , so we can apply (a).   D

The main idea of the preceding discussion is that the LR-property can be

deduced from a study of the possible postulations within a shift of an even

liaison class. The next theorem is our main tool in this regard and will be used

in §4.

Theorem 3.10. Let Sf be an even liaison class of two-codimensional subschemes

of P" . Assume that

( 1 ) Any two subschemes Vx,V2eS?   have the same postulation, and

(2) For every subscheme V e 5?   (h > 0)  there exists a subscheme IV e

JA?    with the same postulation as that of V (possibly V itselj~), satisfying the

following condition:

there exist forms of some degrees a, b linking W to some sub-

scheme Wx , and forms of degrees a and b - 1 linking IVX to

some W2 (which is necessarily then in A?      ).

Then AAC has the LR-property.

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, assumption (1) implies condition (a) of the LR-

property (see Definition 1.8). So we have to show that (2) implies condition (b)

of Definition 1.8. More precisely, we have to show that given V eAï? (h > 0)

and any minimal V0 e A? there exists a sequence of subschemes VQ,VX , ... ,Vh

such that for each i, Kg 5fl is a basic double link of K_, e Sfl~ , and Vh

has the same postulation as that of V . The proof is by induction on h .

Let V0 e SC®, V e 5fx . Let W ,W2 be as in the statement of (2) in the

theorem. By (1), VQ,W2 e A^f have the same postulation. Perform a basic

double link on  VQ using a form F E Iv   of degree a and a linear form L,

producing Vl E Sfx . (F exists since h°(P",SVo(a)) = h°(Pn, J^m(a)) ¿ 0.)

By the way basic double linkage is defined (see Definition 1.7), it follows from

Lemma 3.8 that I7, and IV have the same postulation, so similarly for Vx and

V . Then apply Proposition 3.1.

The proof of the inductive step (h > 1) is identical to that just given for

h = 1 , except of course that now IV2 E Sf is assumed by induction to have

the same postulation as a "basic double link scheme" Vh_ xeAA? ~  .   u

Sometimes it will be of interest, conversely, to describe properties of even

liaison classes which have the LR-property (conjecturally all even liaison classes,

at least in codimension 2). Since our main computational tool is the study of
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postulations, it is important to know that this not only implies the LR-property

but is in fact equivalent.

Proposition 3.11. Let Sf be an even liaison class in codimension 2. The follow-

ing are equivalent:

(a) Sf has the LR-property.

(b) Sf satisfies

(i) Any two subschemes Vx,V2e Sf° have the same postulation.

(ii) Given VQ e Sf° and V e Sf   (h > 1 ), there exists a sequence of

subschemes V0,VX, ... ,Vh such that for all i (1 < i < h), V¡ e Sf' is a basic

double link of V¡_]  (using a linear form), and Vh has the same postulation as

that of V.

Proof. We have seen that (b) implies (a). Conversely, suppose that Sf has the

LR-property. It is enough to show the following: if {^}ie5- is an irreducible flat

family of two-codimensional subschemes of P" such that Xs e Sf for all s E

S, then for any t E Z and a,b E S we have h°(Pn ,Jx(t)) = /z°(P3,Sx(t))

(i.e., Xa and Xb have the same postulation).

We proceed by induction on n > 3. For n — 3, the Xs are curves in P3.

Then the number /z°(P3 ,Jx(f)) - hx(P3, ^x(f)) + h2(P3, Sx¡(t)) is invariant

throughout the family. But by hypothesis h (P ,^fx(t)) is also invariant, so we

have that /z°(P3, ^(f)) + A2(P3,~^(0) is invariant. Then the result follows

from semicontinuity.

In P" for n > 4, we let 77 be a general hyperplane. By Lemma 3.5, linkage

is preserved under proper hyperplane sections. Hence there is an irreducible

family of two-codimensional subschemes of 77 = P"-1 containing X r\H and

Xb n77, all the elements of which are in the same shift of the same even liaison

class. By induction, for all t we have Ä°(P3, J^n//(í)) = h°(P3,Sx H(t)).

The result then follows as in Corollary 3.4.    D

4. An example

Let F be a two-codimensional subscheme of P" with only one module

(M')(Y) nonzero, and that module concentrated in one degree with dimen-

sion p > 0. We shall be interested in the even liaison class of Y, and in

particular we shall show that it satisfies the LR-property.

The first observation to make is that up to shift, the cohomology just de-

scribed determines the even liaison class of Y. Indeed, a repeated use of the

exact sequence

(*) O-J^-lJ-^-f./^-O

for repeated hyperplane sections shows that if Z is the intersection of Y with

a general linear subspace of dimension m (3 < m < n - 1) then (Mj)(Z)

has at most one nonzero component for each 7(1 < j < m - 2).  It follows
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trivially that each (M])(Z) is annihilated by the maximal ideal m of S. Then

by [SV] Y is arithmetically Buchsbaum. But among arithmetically Buchsbaum

two-codimensional subschemes of P" , the dimensions of the components of

the modules (M1) (up to shift) completely determine the liaison class (use [C],

then [R]).

Our proof will follow the inductive approach described in §3, especially The-

orem 3.10. The techniques for forcing the existence of "good" linkages, which

we use frequently in this section, were first used in [BM1]. It is thus necessary

to consider the possible shifts of the associated module which can actually occur

in the even liaison class.

Definition 4.1. Fix a positive integer p.  Then for any n > 3 and  1 < i <

n - 2,  Sfni  is the set of two-codimensional subschemes   Y of P"  having

ti(Pn ,SY(t)) = p for some t, and hj(Pn ,SY{s)) = 0 for all I < j < n-2

and (j,s) / (i,t). Note that Sfn (. is an even liaison class, and the residual

even liaison class is Sfn „_,_, .

Definition 4.2. (i) If Y c P" is a subscheme then

a(Y):=min{degF \F ElY}.

(ii) If Sf is an even liaison class in P" then

a(Sf) := min{degF \ F E IY for some Y E Sf} .

Note that for any even liaison class Sf, we have a(Y) > a(Sf) for all

Y E Sf . Also, since a(Sf) = a(Sfy) (the residual even liaison class) we

have a(Sf ) = a(Sfn •_,). However, we shall see that in general we do

not have a(Sfn ¡) = a(S?n ) for i yí j (apart from j = n — i — 1). In fact

(Corollary 4.10(a)) we have a(Sfn ;) = (n~l)p.   This partially generalizes a

result of Amasaki [A, GM2] for arithmetically Buchsbaum curves in P . A

stronger generalization, which includes our Corollary 4.10(a), is contained in

the recent work [C]. However, we believe that the techniques used in this section

should be applicable to non-Buchsbaum subschemes of P" as well, so we will

not take the slight shortcut provided by [C].

Let Y E Sf ¡. Let 77, , ... ,Hn2 be general hyperplanes and for any j

( 1 </<«- 2) let IV = H.n-nH = P"~J. Let K = Y and Y. = Y n W..
\      — J   — l j \ J U J J

Note that dim Yj = n-2-j and Y} c Wj = Pn~J.

Lemma 4.3. Let Y e S?n j and assume that h'(P" ,JrY(k)) = p. Let Y- be as

above. Then

(a) Yn_3ESf3N where N=("lAxi)p. In fact, h\p\^ y(k + i - \)) = N .

(b) k >a(Y)-i- 1.
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Proof. By repeatedly using the exact sequence (*) at the beginning of this sec-

tion (see also [B-MR]) we get

hx(P3,JrYn3(k + i- 1))

= hx(PA,SYñ_¿k + i - 1)) + h2(PA,SYni(k + i - 2))

= hx(P5, SY¡i_s(k + i-l)) + 2/z2(P5 ,^yn_s(k + i - 2))

+ hx(P5,J*Y    (k + i-3))
1 n — 5

= hx(P6,^Yi:Jk + i-l)) + 362(P6 ,^YnJk + i - 2))

+ 3/i3(P6 ,^Yn_6(k + i - 3)) + h\pk ,SYn   (k + i - 4))

= hx(P" ,^Y(k + i - I)) + (n ~3) h2(P" ,^Y(k + i - 2)) + ■ ■ ■

+ (l-l) A'(p" >~W) + • • ■ + h"~2(p" ,^Y(k + i-n + 2))

This proves (a). Now, exactly as in [GM1, Corollary 3.9], at any stage we have

a(Yj) - 1 < a(Yj+]) < a(F). Furthermore, a(Yß - 1 = a(Yj+x) if and only if

hx(P"^J ,JrY(a(Yj)-2)) ,¿ 0. Since k + i-l is the only degree in which there

can possibly be a nonzero 77 , for any Y'., the phenomenon a(Y.)-l =a(Yj+l)

can happen at most once during our sequence of hyperplane sections. Thus,

a(Y)-I<a(Yn_3)<a(Y).

We consider two cases. If a(Y) - I = a(Yn_3), then a(Y) — 2 — k + i - 1

and we are done. If a(Yn_}) = a(Y), then by [GM1, Corollary 3.9], k + i-l >

a(Y) — 2 and again we are done.    D

Lemma 4.3(b) gives us a lower bound for the possible shifts of Sfn ¡ that

can occur in terms of a(S?n (.). It can be shown using [C] that this is sharp

(although a simpler reason will emerge in Lemma 4.7(a)). We now use this to

rewrite Definition 1.5 in a precise way for our present situation.

Definition 4.4. Let a = cx(Spn (.). We write Y e Sf^ (h > 0) if and only if

Y ESfni and ti(Pn ,SY(a - i - 1 + h)) = p .

Note that if Y E Sfn ¡ then Y must lie on a hypersurface of degree a by

Lemma 4.3. Now, as usual, for a two-codimensional Y c P" we define

e(Y) = max{/ | h"~X(P" ,^Y(t)) ¿ 0} .

Lemma 4.5. Let a = a(Sfn .). Let Y E Sfnj and assume that Y lies on a

hypersurface of degree a . Then e(Y) < a - n - I + h .
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Proof. Suppose otherwise, i.e., that e(Y) > a - n + h . Consider the following

table for the cohomology of J2^, :

J'y a - n + h    a - n + \ + h a - i - 1 + h     a — i + h

h"
h1

h„-2
hn-\

Since e > a - n + h we have

0 = An_1(P" ,SY(e + l)) = h" 2(P" ,JfY(e + 2))

= hX(Pn,JrY(e + n- 1)),= ■■■ = hi(P",Jry(e + «-/))-

By Castelnuovo-Mumford, then, J^ is globally generated in degree e + n.

Hence we can perform a link using a hypersurface of degree a and one of

degree e + n , to a residual Y1 e Sfn „_,_, . Let X be the complete intersection.

Then by [PS] we have an exact sequence

0-> J^(a- i; Sy,(CL-l) œY(-e) —> 0.

But by the definition of e and standard isomorphisms, we know h (Y, œY(-e))

^>Y,+ 0. Therefore since hx(P" , JfJa - 1)) = 0 we have h°(P" , J^,(q - 1)) + 0.

But a = a(S?n () = a(S?n „_,_,). Impossible.   D

Lemma 4.6. Let Y ESfn (. and set s = a(Y). Assume that

ti(Pn,JrY(s-i-l))=p.

Then

n-2\      In-2
h°(Pn,^Y(s))>p

n-2)+{n-3]
+ 2 p+l.

n-2

i+l

Proof. This is a continuation of the reasoning in Lemma 4.3, and we continue

to use the notation introduced there. We consider two cases (since we can get

a stronger result for i = n - 2).

If i = n - 2 then

But  k

h\pn,SY(s)) = h\pn-x,^(s)) = --- = h\p\SYni(s)).

s - i - 1   and  hxiyl ,SY    (k + i - 1)) = p   (Lemma 4.3); i.e.,

h (P , SY _ (s-2))=p . Then from [BM2, Lemma 2.15] we have

h°(P"   ,Sy(S))    =   AV   ,Jfyn JS))    >3P+1.

If 1 < / < n - 3 then 77,' (P"~J ,JrY) = 0 for j <i-2 and

hX(P"     Í+X  ,J"y        (S-2)) P.
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Note also that hx(P" J, J?Y (s - 1)) = 0 for all 1 < j < n - 3. Then from the

exact sequences

0 - H°(Pn~J+X ,SYji(s - 2)) -» 77°(P""y'+1 ,^.,(5 - 1))

-» 77°(P""J ,^ (j - 1)) -> 77'(P""J+I,c^y    (j - 2)) - 0

and

0 - H°(P"-J+X ,SY.Js - 1)) - 77°(P',^+1 .Jy./s))

-,77°(P',-;,^.(5))^0,

we get in particular h (P"~l ,^Y(s - 1)) = p . Continuing to take hyperplane

sections and using the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.3, we get

h\pn-J,Syi(S-l))=(i_nj    +    l_1)

Now, Yn_2 is a subscheme of P , so we may apply [GM1, Proposition 4.2] to

get h°(P2,^y^(s)) > 2("-2)p+l . Then

h\p" Ms)) = h\pn-x ,Sy(S))

= h°(Pn-',SYi(s))

= p + h°(P'-'-l,SYJs))

->[C-D<:
>p

+ 2

n-2

n-2

n-2

i

3

n-2

n-3

p + 1.    D

+ ...+
n-2

i+ 1

n-2

i+ 1

+ h°(P2,^YnJs))

Lemma 4.7. Let a = u(S?n ().   Let  Y e S?n . and assume that Y lies on a

hypersurface of degree a . Then

(a) Y is directly linked to a subscheme Y' e Sf^

(b) e(Y) = a-n- l+h.
77 ,77 — 7—1   '

Proof. The cohomology of Sy  is similar to that in the table in the proof of

Lemma 4.5, except that now we know e(Y) < a - n - 1 + h.  Hence, again
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invoking Castelnuovo-Mumford, we get a link using hypersurfaces of degree a

and a + h to Y'. A computation using Theorem 1.1 gives (a).

For (b), we use the exact sequence

0-» J^a)—Jy,(a) — et>y(H+ 1 -a-/i)-cO

(where again X is the complete intersection). Then by Lemma 4.6 we get

e(Y) > a- n - I + h and so we are done.   D

Now, as in the proof of the LR-property for arithmetically Buchsbaum curves

in P [BM2], we have one special case which is not easily handled in our in-

ductive argument. Fortunately, however, these subschemes are easily described

(Proposition 4.9).

Lemma 4.8. Let a = a(Sfn ¡) and let Y E S?nh.. Then e(Y) > a - 5 + h .

Proof. If i = n - 2 we have h"~ (P" ,JrY(a + h - n + 1)) = p and the result

follows from [B-MR, Corollary 2.2]. If I < i < n - 2 the idea is simply to

cut by enough hyperplanes until the result has its "top" (M1) ± 0; then use

[B-MR]. That is, we cut by a sequence of n - i - 2 general hyperplanes. One

checks that

e(Y) = e(Yx)-l

= e(Y2)-2

= e(Yn_i_2)-(n-i-2)

> (a - i - 1 + h) - 2 -(n-i- 2)    [B-MR]

= a - 1 - n + h.

(See the paragraph preceding Lemma 4.3 for notation.)    a

The special case we must consider is when the bounds of Lemmas 4.3 and

4.8 are simultaneously attained.

Proposition 4.9. Let a = a(S?n (). Let Y e Sf^ with s := a(Y) = a + h and

e(Y) — a - n - I + h . Then the Hubert function of Y is completely determined,

and

(a) s = (»7>-

(b) degF = {S2) + {"~2)P where s= {"-r)p.

Proof. Note that s = a + h if and only if h'(Pn ,JrY(s - i - I)) = p (i.e., the

bound of Lemma 4.3 is attained) since by Definition 4.4

h'(Pn ,Jfy(a-i- 1 +h))=p.
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Now we have the cohomology table

J^,     s - n - l   s - n   •••    s - i — 2   s - i - l   s - i s- 1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
o

o
o

o
o o

h' o    o

,"-2
i 77-1

o
*

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

By Castelnuovo-Mumford we can perform a link using two hypersurfaces of

degree 5 to Y' ESfnn_i_x .

From the exact sequence

0^J"x(s- l)-»J£,,(j- l)-nay(/i-j)-»0

(where X again is the complete intersection) plus the analogous one with Y

and Y' reversed, we note that Y' also satisfies the hypotheses in the statement

of the proposition, but for Sfn n_
7-1 ■

Now we continue to use the notation  Y. = Y n 77, n

h (P" , J^y(s - 1)) = 0, the same argument as in Lemma 4.3 gives

n 77,.   Because

hü(P2 ,SYni(s - I))
n-2

P-

Similarly, h°(P2,SY,Js - 1)) = („"_7^, )p and a(Y'n_2) = a(Yn_2) =s - 1.

Following the ideas of [GM1], we graph the function AH(Yn_2, t) (the first

difference function of the Hubert function):

s-1

Figure 1
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The solid dots represent AH(Yn_2, t), while the line represents the first dif-

ference of the Hubert function of the complete intersection Xn_2 = X n 77, n

■•■n/7„_2 (i.e., AH(Xn_2,t)).

At the moment we cannot go beyond degree s - 1 . However, recall that the

graph of AH(Y'n_2, t) can be read from that of Yn_2 by reading from right to

left, under the graph of A77(^n_2, t) and above that of AH(Yn_2, t) [DGO].

Since a(Y'n_2) = 5-1 we get AH(Yn_2,s) = 0 by a quick calculation. Thus

the Hubert function of Yn_2 is uniquely determined, and so also that of Y (as

in Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.6).

Furthermore, as noted above, we have h (P~ ,^Y,   (s - 1)) — (,"A~2X )p . On

the other hand, from Figure 1 we get h (P~, Jy,   (s - I)) = s - ( n~2 )p . Hence

For (b), recall that deg Y = deg Yn_2 = "integral" of the graph of AH(Yn_2, t).

("Count the dots".) A calculation gives the result.   D

Corollary 4.10. (a) a(SfnJ) = ("y1 )p .

(b)IfYESfn¡ lies on a hypersurface of degree ("~l)p then e(Y) — ( "~ ' )p+

h-n-l.

(c) The subschemes described in Proposition 4.9 occur if and only if h = 0.

Proof. Let a = a(S?n ¡). Let Ye Sf* l. If h = 0 then by the observation

following Definition 4.4 we have a(Y) = a, and by Lemma 4.7 e(Y) = a-n-l .

Hence Y satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.9, and we have half of (c).

Now, merely assume that Y E Sfn ¡ lies on a hypersurface of degree a . By

Lemma 4.7, Y is directly linked to Y' e Sfn „_¡_x ■ But we have just seen

that Y' satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.9, so « = a(Y) > a(Y') =

{n-~i-\ )P = ("~X)P ■ but a(Y') ^ a fry definition of a, so we are done (a).

Then (b) is immediate from Lemma 4.7, and the second half of (c) from the

equality s = a + h .    D

Example 4.11. Consider the case of surfaces in P . We can produce a minimal

surface Y E Az?4 x  (for any p) by Liaison Addition, as follows. For p = 1 , let

7, be a general projection to P   of the Veronese surface in P   (see Example

1.6).   So deg/, = 4,  a(Yx) = 3,  h°(P4, Jy(3)) = 7,  hX (P4 ,^Y¡(1)) = 1,

A'(P4,Jry (0) = 0 for / ^ 1 , 77#2(P4,Jryi) = 0. Applying Liaison Addition

to y, and another such surface using two cubic hypersurfaces gives Y2 with

A1(P4,Jzr2(4)) = 2, and continuing this p times gives Y = Yp E SfA , . A

simple calculation gives h = 0, and one can directly verify the numerical results

of Proposition 4.9.

Thanks to the recent paper of Chang [C], this procedure can in fact be used

in more general situations.
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Theorem 4.12. Sfn ¡ has the LR-property.

Proof. We follow the inductive approach described in §3, especially Theorem

3.10. For h = 0 it follows from Proposition 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 that the

postulation of a subscheme in Sf^ is uniquely determined. So let h > 0. Let

y E Sf*.. Let s = a(Y) and a = ("y1 )p .

If e = e(Y) > a - n + h then, as above, in either case we can perform a link

using hypersurfaces of degree s and e + n to a subscheme Wx . Let X be the

complete intersection. From the exact sequence

0 -» jrx(s - I) - JWx{s - 1) - coY(-e) - 0

we get the existence of a link on Wx using hypersurfaces of degree 5 - 1 and

e + n to W2 as in Theorem 3.10.

If e — e(Y) = a - n - 1 + h and s < a + h, we can perform a link using

hypersurfaces of degree s and a + h to Wx. We have

0->4(i- 1) -»^(i- 1) -+coWi(n-a-h) -> 0

so e(J^,)<Q+A-«-l. Now, if Fe^'( we have A"~/-1(P" , J^(j+i-«)) =

/? (Theorem 1.1), so h"~'~x(Pn ,^(1)) = 0 for all f > s + /' - « + 1 . But note

that s + i - n + I < a + h - n + i. Thus

0 = A"-1(P\JV1(a + A-n))

= h"-1(P"Mi(a + h-n+l))

= hX(P"M¡(a + h-2)).

It follows from Castelnuovo-Mumford that we can link using hypersurfaces of

degree 5 and a + h - 1 to W2 as in Theorem 3.10.

The only other possibility is that e = e(Y) = a + h - n - 1 and s = a + h .

But by Proposition 4.9 and Corollary 4.10(c) we have h = 0 and Y is minimal.

D

Example 4.13. It follows trivially from Theorem 4.12 that in the entire liaison

class Sf of the general projection to P4 of the Veronese in P (see Example

1.6) there is no surface of degree 6 (smooth or otherwise). If V e Sf and

deg V = 5 then it is oddly linked to the Veronese and has sectional (arithmetic)

genus 1. If deg V = 1 then it is evenly linked to the Veronese and has sectional

genus 4. For each of degrees 8 and 9 there are two possibilities (one even and

one odd) and so on. (See also [02] for a classification of smooth surfaces in

P of low degree up to liaison and [B-MR] for a discussion of when surfaces

in Sfn are smoothable.) This kind of problem will be studied again in the next

section.
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5. About basic double links

In this section we discuss how to handle sequences of basic double links.

We show that for an even liaison class Sf with the LR-property, there exists

a "standard form" of sequences of basic double links for any given element

of Sf . This allows us to describe Sf as a union of disjoint nonvoid subsets,

parameterized in a very simple way. We then give a reinterpretation of basic

double linkages in terms of liaison addition. This provides, a fortiori, a new

way of looking at the LR-property and in particular clarifies the naive idea that

"a subscheme obtained by a sequence of basic double links from X is like X

with an arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay tail attached."

First we need more precise notation for sequences of basic double links:

Definition 5.1. Let X be a two-codimensional subscheme of P" . When we

write that

X = X0:(bl,fl)^Xl:(b2,f2)^---^Xk_x:(bk,fk)-^Xk

is a sequence of basic double links, we mean that each X¡ is obtained from

X¡-x via a basic double link with a hypersurface of degree b{ containing X¡_x

and a general hypersurface of degree f .

The following lemma is the first step for substituting a given sequence of

basic double links with a simpler one.

Lemma 5.2. Let

X = XQ:(bx,fx) ̂  Xx:(b2,f2) ^ ■ ■■ ̂ Xp_x:(bp,fp) ^ Xp

be a sequence of basic double links. Then there exists another sequence of basic

double links

X = X0:(gx,l)^Yx:(g2,l)^----*Yh_x:(gh,l)-+Yh

such that

(1) gx<g2<-<gh;
(2) Yh and X have the same postulation and are in the same shift of the

same even liaison class.

Proof. The fact that the new sequence can be performed with linear forms is

Corollary 3.8. So, without loss of generality we can assume that we have a

sequence of basic double links of the form

X = XQ:(bx,l) -> Xx:(b2,I) ^ ■■■ ^Xh_x:(bh,l) -+ Xh.

We now prove the lemma by induction on h . For h = 1 , there is nothing

to prove. Let us suppose h > 1 . We can assume by induction that b¡ > bi_]

for /' < A — 1. If bh > bh_x , then the proof is complete.

If bh < bh_x , the bulk of the proof rests in showing that the postulation

(and of course the shift) is not changed if we replace (• • • bh_x, bh) by (■ ■ ■ bh -

iA_, + n-
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So assume that bh < bh_,. We first claim that

h°(Pn,SXhJbh-l))¿0

(so in fact such a "flip" is even possible). In fact, let

(*) 0-> F-► G-» J^     ^0

be a locally free resolution of J2^     , with h (P" ,F(t)) = 0 for every t and G
•™h — 2

direct sum of the line bundles. A resolution of J^      is then

O^F(-l)®cfpn(-bh_x-l)®A^G(-l)®cfp„(-bh_x)®A^SXh_^0

where A is a line bundle. (Apply the mapping cone procedure of [PS] twice.)

Since Xh_x  is contained by hypothesis in a hypersurface of degree bh , we

have

0<h°(P",SXhJbh))

= h°(Fn,G(bh-l))-rh0(P",cfjn(bh-bh_1))

- h°(Pn,F(bh - 1)) - h\pn,cfpn(bh - bh_x - 1))

= h\p\G(bh-l))-h\p",F(bh-l))

since bh <bh_x . Hence

A°(P" ,SXh2(bh -l)) = h°(Pn , G(bh -I))- h°(P",F(bh - 1)) > 0,

proving the claim.

This fact guarantees that we can perform a basic double link

Xh_2:(bh-l,l)->Yh_x.

By construction Yh_, is contained in a hypersurface of degree bh - 1, and since

bh_x + 1 > bh — 1 , it is also contained in a hypersurface of degree bh_x + 1 .

Hence we can perform a basic double link

Yh_x:(bh_x + l,l)^Yh.

Clearly Yh and Xh are in the same shift of the same even liaison class. We

now claim that Yh and Xh have the same postulation.

In fact, from (*) we get resolutions for Xh and Yh (using [PS]):

0 -» F(-2) ®cfpn(-bh_x - 2)®cfpn(-bh - 1) © B

- G(-2)®cfpn(-bh_x - l)®cfpn(-bh)®B^SXh - 0

and

0 - F(-2)®6fpn(-(bh - 1) - 2)®cfpn(-(bh_x + 1) - 1) © C

- G(-2) ®^P„(-(^ - 1) - i)e^»(-(V, + 1)) © C ^ Jy^ - 0

with 77 and C direct sums of line bundles. Hence Yh and Xh have the same

postulation.
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Now, if bh- I > bh2, then the proof is complete. Otherwise, we can repeat

this argument until we reach the first k such that bh-k > bh_k_x , thus getting

a sequence of basic double links.

X = X0:(bx,l)^Xx:(b2,l)-+----*Xh_k_2:(bh_k_x,l)

-Xh_k_x:(bh-k,l)^Yh_k:(bh_k+l,l)

- Yh.k+l: (bh_k+] + 1,1)-»...-» Yh_x:(bh_x + l,l)-+Yh

where Yh has the same postulation as that of Xh. Simply observe that after

every "flip" the postulation of the resulting scheme is the same as that of the

original one at that level, so the remaining basic double links can still be done.

But now we have

bx < b2 < ... < bh_k_x <bh-k< bh_k + 1 < bh_k+x + 1 < ... < bh_x + 1.   d

Corollary 5.3. Let ASA be an even liaison class in codimension 2 satisfying the

LR-property. Let X eS*0 and let X' E Sfh . Let

X = X0:{bl,fl)^Xl:(b2,f2)---+Xp_l:{b,,fp)-Xp

be a sequence of basic double links where X eSA has the same postulation as

X'. Let s = a(X) (see Definition 4.2). Then there exists another sequence of

basic double links

X = y0: (s,b) - y,: (g2, 1) - ■ ■ • -, Yr_x: (gr, 1) - Yr

where

( 1 ) b > 0, s < g2< g3< ■■■ < gr, and b + r - 1 = A ;

(2) X and Yr have the same postulation (as that of X') and are in the same

shift of Sf.
Moreover, the sequence (b;g2, ... ,gr) is uniquely determined by X'.

Proof. We have seen that it is enough to consider a sequence of basic double

links of the form (bt■, 1 ), and that a sequence of the form

X = X0:(s, 1) -, Xx:(s, 1) -+ ■ ■ • - Xb_x:(s, 1) - X„

is equivalent to a single basic double link X = XQ: (s,b) —> Yx . We have also

seen that for any pair of basic double links Xt_2. (bj_x , 1) —> X¡_x: (b¡, 1) —>

X,, then whenever it is actually possible to do a pair of basic double links

X;_2: (bt- 1,1) -► y,_,:(A,_| + 1,1) — Yt, we are guaranteed that Y¡ and Xi

have the same postulation and are in the same shift of the same even liaison

class.
We first prove the existence of the special sequence of basic double links

described in the corollary. We proceed by induction, the case of just one basic

double link being trivial. By Lemma 5.2, we may begin with a sequence of basic

double links

X = X0:(bx , 1) - Xx:(b2, 1) - ■ • ■ - Xh_x.(bh , 1) - Xh
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where bx < ■ ■ ■ < bh. In fact, by induction one of the following holds:

(a) s = bx- ■ ■ ■ - bh (then done),

(b) bh_x < bh (then done), or

(c) h_2<bh_x =bh.
For (c), bh_2 < bh_, -1 — bh-l . By the construction of basic double linkage,

hü(J"x (bh_2)) / 0 so also A°(J^ (bh - 1)) / 0. Then our sequence of basic

double links is equivalent to

...Xh_2:(bh-l,l)^Yh_x:(bh_x + l,l)^Yh.

We now have bh_2 < bh - 1 < bh_x + 1 . The possibilities are

(a') bh_2 = bh- I = s (then done),

(b') bh_2 < bh - 1  (then done), or

(c) bh_3 < bh_2 = bh-l.

We continue by descending induction, and this proves the existence of the

desired sequence of basic double links. The condition b + r- I — h of ( 1 ) and

condition (2) are immediate. It remains to prove that this sequence is uniquely

determined by the cohomology of X1.

Suppose that there are two sequences of basic double links

X = y0:(s,b) - y.:(g2,1) - • • • - Yr_x: (gr, 1) - Yr .and

AT=r0:(j,c)-*Z1:(A2,l)->...-»Zl_1:(A,,l)-Z/,

with g2 < g3 < • ■ ■ < gr and h2 < h3 < ■■■ < ht, and that Yr and Zt have the

same postulation and lie in the same shift. First of all, the integer b must be

equal to c and r equal to t. In fact, s + r - I = a(Yr) = a(Zt) = s + t - 1 ;

since moreover b + r-l=h = c + t-l we get b = c and r = t. Hence we

can suppose that y, and Z, have two locally free resolutions

0-F-G-fJ^ -0,       O^F, ^C7, ^J^ ^0

such that for every t we have

AV , F{t)) - A°(P", G(t)) = h°(P" , Fx (0) - A°(P" , C7, (i))

since y,  and Z,  have the same postulation.

But now Yr and Zr have resolutions of the form

O-0¿fp,(-g,.-r + i- 1)©F(-A-+I)©r
7 = 2

r

-» ®<?P*(-g¡ -r+i)® G(-r + 1) © T -» J^ -> 0,

7 = 2

r

0 - ©^p-(-A,- - r + / - 1) ©F,(-r + 1) ©5
7 = 2

r

- 0^p„ (-A,. - r + i) ® Gx(-r + 1) © S -> J^r -» 0,
; = 2
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where T and S are direct sums of line bundles (this will be a standard pro-

cedure when we use sequences of basic double links; see also Lemma 5.2 and

Proposition 5.10 below). Note that -gj - r + i > -gi+x - r + / + 1 (since

g i < gi+x - 1), and the same thing is true for the hi 's. Suppose that g2< h2,

and that g3 = g2+I, gA = g3 +I, ... ,gv = gv_x +I, gv+x > gv + 1, with

v > 2 . Then we have

A°(Pfl, jrYr(g2 + r-2)) = h°(P" , G(g2 - 1)) - h°(P",F(g2 - 1)) + (v + 1)

and

A°(P" , SZr(g2 + r-2)) = h\p",Gx(g2 - 1)) - h°(Pn,Fx(g2 - 1))

+ ¿rh°(Pn,cfpn(-h¡ + i + g2-2)).

i

Since h°(Pn ,jrYr(g2 + r-2)) = h°(P" ,SZr(g2 + r-2)) and A°(P" ,Gx(g2- 1))-

A°(P" ,Fx(g2 - {)) = h\Pn,G(g2 - l))-ii\pn,F(g2 - 1)), it follows that A2 =

g2, h3 = g3, ... ,hv = gv. Then repeat this argument with min{g!i+, ,A||+,}

in place of g2 above, and so on.     a

Remark 5.4. In this way we have a "standard form" for describing the coho-

mology of a subscheme belonging to an even liaison class with the LR-property.

This is useful when we want to have a control on the degrees of the hyper-

surfaces occurring in a sequence of basic double links. When we have such a

standard form, we make the convention that if there are no gt 's, we assume

r= 1.

Example 5.5. It is natural to ask whether the condition that our schemes lie in

the same shift of the same even liaison class is redundant. That is, does specify-

ing the postulation (equivalently the Hubert function) and the even liaison class

automatically determine the shift? Notice that if we allow the shifts to differ,

we no longer have Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.4, so it makes a difference

whether we consider the postulation of the hyperplane section or that of the

scheme itself.

In either case, it is not hard to see that the condition of having the same shift

is not redundant. For both cases, our example will be in the (even) liaison class

Sf of two skew lines in P3. Let C be a pair of skew lines. Then a(C) = 2 .

We first consider the former case. Using Proposition 1.11 of [BM2] one can

check that the sequences of basic double links

C = C0:(2,4)-C1:(4,1)-C2:(6,1)-C3,

C = Z)0: (2, 3) - £>,: (4, 1) - D2: (8 , 1) ̂  7)3

give curves whose hyperplane sections have the same postulation, but the first

is in the shift h = 6 while the second has h = 5 . Of course, this necessarily

implies that the curves themselves have different postulations in this case.
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On the other hand, consider the sequences of basic double links

C = C0:(2,2) -» C,:(4,1) - C2:(5,1) -» C3:(6,1) - C4:(9,1) - C5,

C = D0: (2,1) - 7),: (5,1) -» 2)2: (6,1) -> Z>3: (7,1) -> 7>4: (8,1) -» 7>5.

One can check using [BM2, Proposition 1.11] (and some further elementary

calculations) or Corollary 5.9 below that C5 and D5 are curves with the same

postulation, but clearly C5 lies in shift A = 6 while 7>5 lies in shift A — 5 .

Notation 5.6. Let IcP" be a two-codimensional subscheme. We define the

function FX:{(0,1.n-l)xZ-»Z} by Fx(i,t) = A'(P",Sx{t)).

If X and y are two-codimensional subschemes of P" , we will say briefly

that they have the same cohomology (dimensionality) if Fx — FY .

Corollary 5.7. Let Sf be an even liaison class of two-codimensional subschemes

of P" with the LR-property, and let M be minimal in Sf. Then the elements

of Sf are distributed in disjoint nonvoid subsets &. .„ „ „., where b > 0,

gr > gr-X > > gi > a(M), such that any two elements of the same subset

have the same cohomology (dimensionally).

Proof. Let us call &. .„ „     „, the set of subschemes X eSA having the same
J (D ,gl ,gl ,-,gr) °

cohomology of a subscheme obtained from M via a sequence of basic double

links

M = y0: (a(M),b) -> Y{.(g2 ,1) - • • • - Yr_x: (gr, 1) -r Yr.

Then the corollary follows from Corollary 5.3 and the proof of Proposition

3.11.   □

Remark 5.8. Of course, there might exist a deformation between subschemes

lying in different shifts of the same even liaison class, through subschemes of

different liaison classes. In fact, Example 5.6 suggests that this is actually pos-

sible.

Corollary 5.9. Let Sf be an even liaison class of two-codimensional subschemes

of P" with the LR-property, let M be minimal in Sf, and let X E AF,b. ..

Then

Fx(0,t) = FM(0,t-b-r+l) + h°(P",(fpn(t-a-r+ 1))

-h°(P",cfp„(t-a-b-r+ 1))
r

+ J2h°(Pn,d?pa(t-gi-r+i))
1=2

r

-J2h0(P\(fpM-g,-r + i-l))
7 = 2

and Fx(i ,t) = FM(i ,t - p - r + I) if 0 < i < n - I .

Proof. Suppose that M has a resolution

O-.f^G-.X-^O,
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with G direct sum of line bundles and hx(Pn ,F(t)) = 0 for every t. Let

a = a(M), that is, the minimal degree of a hypersurface containing M.

The first result follows from an easy computation, knowing that X has the

same cohomology as Yr, obtained from M via a sequence of basic double links

M=Y0:(a,b)-*Yx:(g2,l)^-.-^Yr_x:(gr,l)^Yr

and that therefore Yr has a resolution of the form

r

0^®^PÁ-gi-r + i-l)®F(-b-r+l)®T®cfp„(-a-b-r+l)
7 = 2

r

-» 0¿V(-S, - r + /) © G(-A - r + 1) © T©cfpn(-a - r + 1) - JÇ. - 0
i=2

where T is a direct sum of line bundles. The second assertion follows from

the fact that X is in Sfp+r~x .     d

Proposition 5.10. Let 1 < bx < b2 < ■ ■ ■ < b be a nondecreasing sequence of

integers. Then there exists an arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay two-codimensional

subscheme of P" , C - C(bx ,b2, ... ,b ), having a locally free resolution

p p

0^Ç$cfp„(-brp + i-l)®B^Ç$cfp„(-bl-p + i)®B®cfpn(-p)^Sc^0
7=1 7=1

where B is a direct sum of line bundles. Moreover, C is contained in a hyper-

surface of degree = min{b ,p} .

Proof. By induction on p . If p = 1 , then take as C = C(bx) the complete

intersection of a hyperplane and a hypersurface of degree bx . Then

0-^^p„(-A1-l)->^p„(-e1)©^p„(-l)->J^^0

is the well-known locally free resolution of Sc .

Now, let D - C(bx ,b2, ... ,bp_,), and let

p-\ p-\

0 - (&&PÁ-b-p+i)®A -» ®d?P„(-b-p + i+l)®A®e?p„(-p+l)^^D -> 0
i= i i= l

be its resolution. Since by induction D is contained in a hypersurface of degree

b , , there also exists a hypersurface X of degree b > bp_x containing D.

Perform a basic double link of D via X and a general hyperplane 77, and call C

the (reducible) subscheme thus obtained. We claim that C = C(bx ,b2, ... , b ).

In fact, C is obtained from D with two linkages: first, link D to Y using X

and a hypersurface   V of degree v » 0, and then link  Y to  C by using
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VH and X.   Trivially,   Y and C are arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay two-

codimensional subschemes having locally free resolutions

p-i
0 - ÇB&pAb,+P - i-l~bp- v)®Av(-bp - v)®cfp„(p -l-bp-v)

7=1

P-i

- ®<?pAbi+P -i-bp-v)® A\-bp - v)
1=1

©¿V(~bp) ® (?P„(-v) ^J?Y-+0

and

p-i
0 - @0*A-bi-p + i - i)®cfp„(-bp - 1) © (A(-l) ®rfp„(-V - 1))

7-1

P-I

- 0^P,(-A,■ -p + 0 e^i-A,)©(¿(-i)©^p„(-v - l))
7=1

®(fp„(-p)-*Jrc^0

and 77 = (A(-l)®cfp„(-v- 1)) is a direct sum of line bundles. By construction,

C is contained in a hypersurface of degri

degree p , thus concluding the proof.     D

C is contained in a hypersurface of degree b   and also in a hypersurface of

For the following theorem we adopt the convention that the void set is an

arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay subscheme of P" (for example, residual to a

complete intersection).

Theorem 5.11. Let X be a two-codimensional subscheme of P"  and let Xh

be the result of applying any sequence of basic double links to X. Then Xh

specializes to the liaison addition of X with a suitable arithmetically Cohen-

Macaualy subscheme (possibly void).

Proof. Thanks to Lemma 5.2, without loss of generality we can suppose X =

X0: (bx,l)^Xx:(b2,l)^-> Xh_x:(bh, I) -► Xh where b¡ > b¡_x for every
i.

If A, = b2 = ■ ■ ■ = bh , then Xh itself is the liaison addition of X and

the void set via hypersurfaces of degrees bx and h. Otherwise, let m =

min{/ | A(. > A,}, and let

C = C(bm-bx,bm+x-bx,...,bh-bx).

Thanks to Proposition 5.9, C is contained in a hypersurface of degree h-m +

1 <A.

Let

G^JX
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be a resolution of X , with G a direct sum of line bundles and F locally free

such that Ht (Pn, F) = 0. A locally free resolution of J^   is then of the form

h

0 - ®^{-b¡ - h - 1 + i) © F (-h) © S
7=1

h

-* ©^p»(-¿\ - * + 0 © G(-A) ®S->JrXh^0
7=1

where S is a direct sum of line bundles.

For I < i < m , -bj-h + i-l = —b¡ , - A + (z - 1), since A( = A;_, . Hence

the previous resolution can be written

h

O^0<#p„(-A(.-A- l + i)®F(-h)®T®cfpn(-bx - h)
7 = 777

A

- 0^p»(-¿, - A + ') ©<V(-A, - A + m - 1) © G(-h) © T — ./^ -» 0

where T is a direct sum of line bundles (recall that Am_, = A,).

Now let us perform the liaison addition of X and C via hypersurfaces of

degrees A, and A respectively, and call Z the resulting subscheme. Recall that

C has a resolution of the form

71

O^0^pn(-A, -A + A, + /- I)® A
i=m

h

-^®&p„(-b¡-h + bl + i) © cfpn(-h + m - \) ® A ^ ^-»0.
1 = 777

Hence by Proposition 2.7, Z has a resolution of the form

h

0^ 0^p„(-A,-A + /- l)©^p„(-A, -h)®A(-bx)®F(-h)
1 = 771

h

- 0^p„(-A,-A + /)©r#p„(-A, -A + w-1)
1 = 777

®/i(-A,)©t7(-A)-* J^ -*0.

It follows that Z and Xh have the same postulation, and since Z and ZA

are in the same shift of the same even liaison class we have that there exists a

deformation from Z to Xh .     a

This gives us a different point of view for studying the structure of an even

liaison class:

Corollary 5.12. Let Sf be an even liaison class in codimension two with the LR-

property, and let X E Sf° . Then every Z E Sf specializes to the liaison addition

of X and some arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay subscheme of P" .
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Example 5.13. We collect our results in the description of an example. We

concentrate on surfaces in P , but exactly the same is true for threefolds in

P and for (n - 2)-dimensional subschemes of P" in general. Let I bea

surface in P . If X is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, then A (P , J^-(O) =

0 = A2(P4, J*y(0) f°r every t. These surfaces are well known; that is to say, we

know precisely all the possible postulations, degrees, arithmetic genera, sectional

genera and so on [GP, E, B-MR].

The simplest nonarithmetically Cohen-Macaulay case is a surface X with

only one group 77 (P ,^fx(t)) or 77 (P ,Jzy(¿')) nonzero. As we saw in §4, the

liaison class of X satisfies the LR-property. Let M,   , be a minimal surface

in the liaison class of surfaces with only one group 77 (P , J^(Z)) nonzero and

p-dimensional, and all 77 (P ,<fx(t)) = 0; we define M.2 . in a similar way.

Note that we can explicitly compute the cohomology function FM since we

have an explicit locally free resolution for the sheaf SM    . For instance, M, ,,

is the general projection to P of the Veronese surface in P3 (or a surface with

the same cohomology), and deg(M(1 ,,) = 4, n(M,x ,.) = 0, Pa(M{X ,,) =

0. The rest can be computed using Liaison Addition (see Example 4.11) and

the fact that basic double linkage is also preserved under hyperplane sections

(Lemma 3.5).

Collecting all results, we can say that the set of all two-codimensional sub-

schemes of P with only one intermediate cohomology group different from

zero is subdivided into disjoint nonvoid subsets &",.    , , with 1 < i <
J (i,p,b;g2,gj,....g,) —     —

2, p > 1 , A > 0, 3p = a(M(¡ p)) < g2< g3 < ■ ■ ■ < gr and two subschemes of

the same subset have the same cohomology. Moreover, if X e &.    . ,,

then

a(x) = a(M(ip)) + r - 1 = 3p + r - 1,

deg(X) = deg(MUp)) + a(M(¡p))b + £>,.,

pa(X) = h2(W,cfw(-r+ 1)) + h2(M,cfM(-b -r+l))

+ Y.h2(Cr_j,cfCr_¡(-j)),
>=o

n(X) = n(M)+2-(ab2-4ab + ab) + (b + r- l)deg(M) + (r- 1)Aq

2^, - *8i) + (r - i)g¡+E
7 = 2

where M is A7(J ,, If is the complete intersection of hypersurfaces of de-

grees n(M) and A , and C is the complete intersection of a hyperplane and a

hypersurface of degree g., whose cohomologies can be computed in a standard

way (remember that we assume that r = 1 if there are no g 's), and in general

Fx can be computed by using Corollary 5.9.
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This provides a complete description of all possible families of two-dimen-

sional subschemes of P with only one intermediate cohomology group different

from zero.

Notice that a different problem is the determination of families containing

a smooth element, or an element of maximal rank (both are open properties):

these problems are studied in [C] and [B-MR]; for curves in P3 these liaison

classes are studied in [BM1].

6. Questions and comments

( 1 ) The most obvious question arising from this work is which even liaison

classes possess the LR-property. We conjecture that it holds for every nonarith-

metically Cohen-Macaulay codimension two even liaison class in P" . More

genrally, though, it seems reasonable to hope that it in fact holds for every

nonarithmetically Cohen-Macaulay even liaison class of arbitrary codimension.

(2) As a result of Corollary 4.10(a) (or more generally [C]), it follows from

[GM1, Corollary 3.9(a)] that a necessary condition for a curve C E Sf3 , to be

the hyperplane section of a surface Y EÁfA x or SfA 2 is that it lie on no surface

of degree < 3p - 1 . Since curves in Sf3 , have Amasaki's lower bound of 2p

for the degrés of surfaces containing them [A, GM2], this says that any curve

in Sf3 , lying on a surface of fairly small degree for the liaison class cannot be

the hyperplane section of a surface Y e SfA , or SfA 2.

Two natural questions arise from this. First, if C c P is arithmetically

Buchsbaum, when is C the hyperplane section of an arithmetically Buchsbaum

surface Y in P ? When is it the intersection in P" of a 3-plane with a codi-

mension two arithmetically Buchsbaum subscheme? What is the largest n for

which this holds? Given C, how many different arithmetically Buchsbaum codi-

mension two even liaison classes in P" contain such a y ?

Second, a much more difficult question is to remove the condition of "arith-

metically Buchsbaum" above and only ask that Y be locally Cohen-Macaulay.

Note that this almost always eliminates the "obvious" first guess of letting Y

be a cone over C.

(3) We have seen the relation between even liaison classes in codimension

two and vector bundles (Theorem 2.2). If Sf is an even liaison class and Sf* is

the residual liaison class, what is the relation between the corresponding vector

bundles?
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